
Fitting Slip-over Covers

The Book Doctors Guide to: 

http://www.gresswell.co.uk


The Achilles’ heel of softcover materials is their durability. If they 

are allowed to wear and become unusable (or simply unattractive) 

prematurely, the initial cost savings will be lost. There exists a wide 

variety of Gresswell products designed to protect softcover materials 

and extend their useful life.

Strong and durable 180 micron PVC book covers are available in a 

wide variety of sizes. Unlike vinyl, these covers will not degrade. PVC 

covers are also safe for archive materials. 

Create a ‘like new’ appearance…

…whilst providing excellent protection

 

Demco’s best-selling slip-over book covers are crystal clear and 

will enhance any book. All covers are flexible to assist in covering a 

wide range of sizes. These hard-wearing covers are suitable for high-

circulation titles. A must have for all new library stock.

Introduction
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top view 

laser cutter

Long-lasting 

protection from 

as little as 35p 

per book!



*all measurements are in mm 

1. Measure book height 

Height = 196mm

Tip: A H196mm slip-over cover should 

fit but we recommend allowing an 

extra 2mm, so choose H198mm

2. Measure book width

Front = 128mm

Back = 128mm

3. Measure book spine

Spine = 30mm

Overall book width =  

Front + Back + Spine = 286mm

So, choose product  

4206-325 – H198 x W310

Measuring guide
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To identify the right 

cover, use Demco’s 

user friendly table 

or check page 19 

of the Gresswell 

catalogue.

https://www.gresswell.co.uk/demcor-slip-over-book-covers.html


1. Place front cover into the internal 

flap of the slip-on cover 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Place back cover through the 

band 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Straighten and smooth the cover 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fitting instructions
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4. Slip flap through the band 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Use finger and thumb to press 

along the edges, ensuring the slip-

over book cover sits flat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Covered and ready to use! 

Browse all  

Slip-Over Book 

Covers
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